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Stomate Density in Sorghum Hybrids and Parental Lines

W. C. Hofmann and A. K. Dobrenz

Summary

Stomates on plant leaf surfaces are very important for exchange of gasses (CO2 and 02) and water.
We investigated the number of stomates on the upper and lower surfaces of sorghum hybrids and their
parents and determined the relationship between the number of stomates and amount of water lost
(transpiration) and CO2 gas exchange (photosynthesis). The number of stomates on the leaves is
definitely a heritable characteristic and breeding for larger or smaller numbers of openings (stomates)
of the leaves might be useful in changing the amount of water loss and amount of CO2 taken in by the
plant that is used for dry matter production.

* * * * * * * * * * * **

Introduction

The importance of the stomatal pores on the physiology and development of a plant has been well
documented (1,3). A study was conducted during the 1980 and 1981 growing seasons to evaluate the
relation between stomate densities of sorghum hybrids and their respective male and female parental
lines. Correlations were calculated to investigate the relations between stomatal densities and
physiological functions that depend directly on the stomata. These physiological functions included
transpiration, diffusive resistance, apparent photosynthesis, and leaf temperature.

Methods and Materials

Seed for this study was obtained from Dr. Bruce Maunder of the DeKalb Seed Company in Lubbock,
Texas. Four hybrids and their respective parental lines were evaluated at Tucson, Arizona in 1980.
The two superior hybrids from 1980 and two new hybrids were planted along with their respective
parental lines in 1981. All plots were irrigated when approximately 50% of the available soil
moisture was depleted.

Stomate densities were determined using impressions made with cellulose acetate. The stomata
in three separate microscope fields were counted using a magnification of 480X. Photosynthesis was
measured weekly in the field, using the methods of Clegg et al. (1970) Transpiration, diffusive
resistance, and leaf temperature were measured weekly with a LiCor LI -1600 steady state porometer.
Seasonal mean value from these physiological measurements were correlated with stomatal densities.

Results and Discussion

The stomatal densities of the female parents were significantly correlated with their respective
hybrid (r = .73 *). The stomate densities of the lower leaf surface of the hybrids was significantly
correlated with both parental lines. Very low and statistically non -significant correlations were
calculated between the upper leaf surface densities of the hybrids and their parental lines. In no
instance was there a statistically significant heterotic effect,with the hybrid having higher.
densities than both the male and female parent.

Stomatal densities were significantly correlated with apparent photosynthetic rates in hybrid
and female lines (Table 2). The stomatal density of the females was significantly correlated with
transpiration rates.
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Table 1. Correlation between the stomatal densities of
sorghum male and female parental lines with their respective
hybrid line.

Correlations

Male Parent Female Parent
vs. vs.

Hybrid Hybrid

Total Stomate Density .60 NS .73

Lower Leaf Surface
Stomate Density .70 * .86 **

Upper Leaf Surface
Stomate Density .49 NS .19 NS

Table 2. Correlations between the stomatal densities of
sorghum hybrid, male and female, lines with their seasonal
mean diffusive resistance, transpiration, and apparent
photosynthesis, and leaf temperature.

Correlations

Stomate Density

Correlation Probability
Coefficient (r) (P)

Diffusive Resistance

-.29
-.22
-.30

.25

.30

.23

male
female
hybrid

Transpiration

.32male
female .57 .07

hybrid .73 * .02

Apparent Photosynthesis

.45 .13male
female .62 * .05

hybrid .65 * .04

Leaf Temperature

.38 .18male
female .45 .13

hybrid .57 .07
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